Although it is well known that fatigue can greatly reduce muscle forces, it is not generally included in biomechanical models. The aim of the present study was to develop an electromyographic-driven (EMG-driven) 
Introduction
Muscular fatigue is an inevitable feature of muscle activation, such as that which occurs during sporting competitions, rehabilitation exercises, or repetitive tasks ͑e.g., lifting and material handling͒. The fatigue starts at the beginning of the muscle activation and is commonly defined as a loss of force production capacity associated with an increase in the perceived level of effort ͓1͔. The multiple physiological mechanisms underlying the decrease in force production capacity have been studied extensively and encompass central fatigue with diminished muscle activation ͓2͔ or peripheral fatigue with an increased concentration of inorganic phosphate or a failure in excitation-contraction coupling ͓3,4͔. Changes in the electromyographic ͑EMG͒ signal have also been reported in the presence of fatigue. To compensate for the loss of force production capacity, previous work reported an increase in the EMG amplitude during submaximal isometric activities. Consequently, force decreases for constant levels of EMG during maximal voluntary activations ͓1͔. Related to the development of muscle fatigue, the EMG frequency content is also modified as the mean and median frequencies have been shown to decrease ͓1,5,6͔. During dynamic ͑i.e., force-varying and/or nonisometric͒ contractions, the EMG signal has been described as nonstationary because of changes in its frequency content through time ͓5,6͔. Due to these nonstationarities, time-frequency methods that do not rely on a local quasi-stationarity assumption ͑e.g., Choi-Williams distributions or wavelet transforms͒ are better suited to the spectral analysis of the EMG signal during fatiguing and/or dynamic contractions than the fast Fourier transforms ͓5,6͔.
The muscular redundancy of the human body prevents one from finding a unique combination of muscle forces leading to the net joint moment ͓7͔. Most advanced biomechanical models use geometrical and physiological data ͑force-length and forcevelocity relationships, moment arms, physiological cross sectional area ͑PCSA͒, and muscle length͒, kinematics, dynamics, EMG, and mechanical laws of motion as inputs to optimization processes in order to resolve the redundancy issue ͓8-10͔. These models use the EMG amplitudes as direct or indirect information to compute muscle forces or muscle group contributions to the net joint moment. Despite the quasi-permanent presence of muscle fatigue during daily activities, few studies have attempted to take into account its presence when investigating muscle forces or their contributions to the net joint moment. Indeed, the major limitation of using the EMG data of fatigued muscles in EMG-driven biomechanical models is the altered EMG-force relationship. A single study reported a method to take into account the changes in the EMG amplitudes due to fatigue during an isokinetic exercise ͓11͔. This method was used as a part of an EMG-driven biomechanical model to estimate the modifications of spinal loading due to fatigue. However, this method required the movement to be performed on a dynamometer because a direct measurement of the force produced during the motion was needed. Its utility would be greatly improved if such a method could be applied to functional nonisokinetic movements.
The aim of the present study was to develop an EMG-driven biomechanical model to obtain the contributions of flexor and extensor muscle groups to the net joint moment during a nonisokinetic functional movement ͑squat exercise͒ performed in nonfatigued and in fatigued conditions. A methodology that aims at balancing the decreased muscle moment production capacity following fatigue was developed. This procedure aims at, first, assessing the changes in the activation level due to the presence of muscle fatigue ͑i.e., the changes in the EMG-moment relationship͒ and, second, taking these changes into account while estimating the contributions of the agonist and antagonist muscle groups to the net joint moment. We expected higher EMG amplitudes for the fatigued than for the nonfatigued condition for the same motion. When applying the original methodology developed in this study and assuming few changes in muscle activation patterns, we hypothesized identical outputs of the EMG-driven model ͑i.e., the contributions of the flexor and extensor muscle groups to the net joint moment͒ between both conditions. Indeed, given identical inputs in terms of kinematics and dynamics data, increased EMG amplitudes of the agonist muscles under fatigue ͑required to perform the task due to the low moment production capacity͒ would be balanced by the methodology presented here.
Methods
2.1 Subjects. Nine male subjects participated in this study. Mean ͑Ϯs.d.͒ age, height, and mass were, respectively, 26.9 ͑Ϯ3.2 years͒, 1.75 ͑Ϯ0.05 m͒, and 70.6 ͑Ϯ6.2 kg͒. All subjects were free of known injuries. The project was approved by the University Review Board and all subjects gave written consent after being informed of the experimental procedures.
Experimental Protocol.
The experimental design was comprised of four consecutive steps: an isometric maximal voluntary contraction, 11 cycles of dynamic half squats in a nonfatigued condition, an isometric fatigue session, and 11 cycles of dynamic half squats in a fatigued condition.
The first step involved isometric maximal voluntary contractions. The subjects were standing on a force plate and anchored to the ground using four inextensible ropes. Rope lengths were adjusted so that knee angles were close to 90 deg ͑Fig. 1͒. The subjects were instructed to produce the greatest vertical force during 4 s while maintaining their trunks as vertical as possible. In order to obtain a maximal performance, a visual feedback of the performance was provided through an oscilloscope and subjects were given verbal encouragement. The maximal value within three trials of maximal voluntary force ͑MVF͒ measured by the force plate was used in the third step of the experiment.
The second step examined dynamic half squats in the nonfatigued condition. The subjects performed 11 cycles of dynamic half squats ͑beginning in an upright posture and bending the knees until the thighs were parallel to the ground, then going back up͒ loaded with 20% of their bodyweight. The bar was positioned on the subjects' shoulders. A piece of wood was located below the heels and no motion of the heels was allowed. A metronome was used to keep constant the duration of each squat cycle ͑0.5 Hz frequency͒. Online verbal feedbacks were given to the subjects in order for them to control their motions and perform the same squat movements in nonfatigued and fatigued conditions. The third step was an isometric fatigue session. The subjects had to sustain 60% MVF for as long as possible to create fatigue in the knee extensor muscle group. This isometric fatigue protocol was performed in the same posture as the MVF trials. A visual feedback of the force to sustain was provided using an oscilloscope. The fatigue session was terminated as soon as the force level dropped below 40% MVF.
Finally, the fourth step consisted of dynamic half squats in the fatigued condition. Immediately after the end of the fatigue session, the subjects were loaded with 20% bodyweight and performed another block of 11 squat cycles. The squat cycle duration was also controlled ͑0.5 Hz pace͒.
Data Acquisition.
Kinematic data were recorded at 120 Hz using a six camera Vicon 624 system. Trajectories of the foot, shank, thigh, trunk, and barbell segments were recorded from ten passive markers placed over the following landmarks on the right side of the body: the fifth metatarsal head, the lateral malleolus, the lateral femoral condyle, the great trochanter, the head of the clavicle, the epicondyle of the elbow, the wrist, the jaw, the vertex of the head, and the middle of the barbell. The ground reaction data were sampled at 1560 Hz from a six component AMTI force platform. As recommended in Refs. ͓8,12͔, electromyographic data for the gastrocnemius medialis ͑ga͒, biceps femoris ͑bf͒, rectus femoris ͑rf͒, and vastus medialis ͑vm͒ muscles were recorded at 1000 Hz using a Biopac MP 150 system ͑gain= 500, input impedance= 1.0 M⍀, common mode rejection ratio ͑CMRR͒ = 110 dB, noise= 0.5 V, resolution= 16 bits͒. Ag/Ag-Cl bipolar surface electrodes were placed over bellies of the selected muscles with a 2 cm center-to-center interelectrode distance. Skin preparation and electrode placements were done following the recommendations of the SENIAM group ͓13͔. A TTL signal generated by the EMG acquisition device was later used to synchronize the EMG and the kinematics and dynamics data.
Data Processing.
Ground reaction data were filtered using a fourth-order zero phase-lag Butterworth filter with a 10 Hz net cutoff frequency. Marker trajectories were smoothed using a constrained cubic smoothing spline procedure ͑MATLAB, SPLINE TOOLBOX, version 3.2.2͒. Angular time series of the ankle, knee, hip, and trunk angles were computed from smoothed Cartesian coordinates of the markers. Using cubic spline interpolation, angular kinematics, and ground reaction were resampled to 1000 Hz to match the EMG acquisition frequency. Values of joint angular velocities and accelerations were obtained by analytically differentiating the spline functions.
Based on the vertical velocity of the barbell, each variable of the squat cycle was normalized in time from 0% to 100%. The two first and two last cycles were removed from the analysis to Transactions of the ASME avoid electromyographic and kinematic changes due to movement initiation and termination. The seven remaining cycles were averaged to obtain one representative cycle for each variable ͑EMG, angular kinematics, and ground reaction͒ for each subject. In the nonfatigued and fatigued conditions, the knee net joint moment was computed via inverse dynamics ͓14͔ using the representative cycles of kinematics and ground reaction data as well as body segment parameters from Ref. ͓15͔. Inverse dynamics were computed using the Langrangian formalism with the human body modeled as a planar four-link system with frictionless hinges.
Modeling.
Based on the modifications of the EMG signal during the isometric fatigue session, a methodology was developed to assess the loss of moment production capacity of the fatigued muscle group during the dynamic session. This methodology was further used as a part of an EMG-driven biomechanical model to estimate the contributions of the flexor and extensor muscle groups to the knee net joint moment under muscle fatigue condition.
First, the isometric fatigue session served as a basis to create a linear relationship representing the loss of force production capacity of the fatigued muscles as a function of the decrease in the EMG mean frequency. Second, an EMG-driven model was used to estimate the flexor and extensor contributions to the knee net joint moment in the nonfatigued condition. Third, the decrease in force production capacity in the fatigued dynamic condition ͑fur-ther referred as the K coefficient͒ was estimated using the decrease in the EMG mean frequency between the nonfatigued and the fatigued conditions as input to the linear relationship. Finally, the K coefficient was used in the EMG-driven model to constrain the moment production capacity of the fatigued muscle group. These different steps will be detailed in the following paragraphs.
Isometric Fatigue Session.
During the isometric fatigue session, the subjects had to sustain 60% of their MVF for as long as possible. During this session, angular kinematics and EMG data were analyzed within windows that were 512 points long and centered every 5% force decrease. These windows corresponded to 60% ͑nonfatigued condition͒, 55%, 50%, 45%, and 40% of the MVF. Within each window, the knee angles and the root mean square ͑RMS͒ of the EMG signal were computed. Wavelet transforms with Morlet wavelets of 126 points length at the coarsest scale were used to obtain the values of the mean frequency of the myoelectric signal within each window ͓16,17͔.
Force plate vertical force, RMS EMG, and mean EMG frequency values were then normalized relative to values of the nonfatigued condition. Because adaptations to fatigue may arise either on EMG or on force signals, a ratio between the normalized force plate vertical force and the normalized RMS EMG signal was computed for each analysis window ͑normalized force/EMG ratio͒. Finally, linear regression was used to fit the normalized force/ EMG ratio to the normalized mean frequency decrease. Thus, the output of the isometric fatigue session consisted of a linear relationship that represents the normalized force/EMG ratio ͑the force production capacity of the muscle group͒ as a function of the normalized mean frequency decrease.
Considering, first, that the fatigue protocol would only affect the extensor muscle group and, second, that the low activation levels of the flexor muscles would produce highly variable frequency content estimates, the linear regression was only computed for the knee extensor muscles ͑i.e., rectus femoris and vastus medialis muscles͒.
Dynamic Trials-Nonfatigued
Case. The contributions of the knee flexor and extensor muscle groups to the net joint moment were obtained from an EMG-to-moment optimization procedure ͓8,18͔. For the nonfatigued condition, the optimization problem was formulated as follows: 
The "nf" and "f" superscripts correspond, respectively, to the nonfatigued and the fatigued conditions while the indices "i" stand for the muscle investigated ͑ga, bf, rf, and vm͒ and the indices "j" represent the joint of concern ͑ankle, knee, and hip͒. Bold and italic terms stand for matrix and scalars, respectively. In Eq. ͑1͒, M K nf ͑t͒ corresponds to the knee net joint moment computed through inverse dynamics while M K nf ͑t͒ stands for the net moment estimated using the EMG data. In Eq. ͑2͒, ␣ i nf represents the isometric EMG-moment coefficient in the nonfatigued condition and w i nf ͑t͒ stands for the individual muscle gains at each time t. S i nf ͑t͒ contains the rectified and filtered ͑low-pass, fourth-order, 2.5 Hz net cutoff frequency͒ EMG data of the four selected muscles. M K nf ͑t͒ also comprises an identity matrix ͑1͒ of size 4, biarticularity matrix ͑E͒, and ␤ j nf and ␦ j nf terms to take into account that EMG amplitudes may change depending on the origins and insertions of the muscles, respectively, as well as the length and the shortening velocity of the muscle fibers. Additional constraints ͑Eq. ͑3͒͒ were added to the procedure to ensure that the sign convention of the outputs ͑i.e., the contribution of the flexor and extensor muscle groups to the net joint moment͒ is fulfilled at each time t ͓8͔.
Dynamic Trials-Fatigued Case.
A schematic representation of the methodology used in the present study to estimate the contributions of the knee flexor and extensor muscle groups to the net joint moment under fatigue condition is presented in Fig. 2 .
In the fatigued condition, the formulation of the optimization problem included a supplementary equality constraint that took into account the loss of moment production capacity of the extensor muscle group. The loss of moment production capacity was estimated using the previously described linear relationship ͑see the isometric fatigue session section͒ with the normalized decrease in the EMG mean frequency between the dynamic nonfatigued and fatigued sessions as input.
The time-frequency spectrums of the EMG signals were obtained from wavelet transforms of the EMG bursts within fixedlength windows for each squat cycle. These windows of 512 samples were centered at the time instants, where the knee joint angle trajectory was the most repeatable, that is the time instants corresponding to the minimum of the knee angle standard deviation ͑quasi-cyclostationarity hypothesis ͓5͔͒. The time-frequency spectrum estimates were then averaged over all the cycles to obtain a single estimate of the mean frequency for the selected muscle in either the nonfatigued or the fatigued condition ͑Fig. 3͒. The normalized mean frequency decrease was assessed as the dif-
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JULY 2010, Vol. 132 / 071003-3 ference between the mean frequency estimates obtained from the nonfatigued and the fatigued conditions normalized by the value in the nonfatigued case. Using the linear regression previously created ͑see the isometric fatigue session section͒, an estimate of the moment production capacity of the fatigued muscle ͑the K coefficient͒ was obtained for the dynamic squat in the fatigued condition.
In the fatigued condition, the nonlinear constrained optimization problem was formulated as for the nonfatigued case ͑see Eqs. ͑1͒-͑3͒͒ with a supplementary set of equality constraints ͑Eq. ͑4͒͒. Hence, the methodology developed in this study to account for the presence of fatigue in the EMG signals was used to constrain the moment production capacity of the extensor muscle group during the resolution of the optimization problem in the fatigued case.
where the ␣ i f coefficient represents the isometric EMG-moment relationship in the fatigued condition and the K coefficients are computed from the mean frequency decrease in the EMG signals ͑see the dynamic trials section͒.
The optimization problems under the nonfatigued and fatigued conditions were solved using a sequential quadratic programming ͑SQP͒ approach ͓19͔. All computations were done using MATLAB software ͑version 7; Optimization Toolbox, version 3.0.3; Spline Toolbox, version 3.2.2; Time-Frequency Toolbox͒.
2.6 Statistics. One-way ANOVAs ͑fatigue effect͒ were conducted on the minimum, maximum, and mean values of the ankle, knee and hip angular displacements and velocities, as well as on the model parameters. One-way ANOVAs ͑fatigue effect͒ were also carried out on the minimal, maximal, and mean values of the knee net joint moment and the contributions of the flexor and extensor muscle groups to the net joint moment. A significance level of 0.05 was used for all comparisons. Tukey post-hoc tests were used whenever necessary.
Results

Isometric Fatigue Session.
The presence of muscle fatigue during the isometric session was revealed by an increase in the EMG amplitudes and a decrease in the EMG mean frequencies. Indeed, mean RMS EMG increased by 4.6Ϯ 27.2% and 16.4Ϯ 23.7%, respectively, for the rectus femoris and the vastus medialis muscles. As mentioned in the Sec. 2, no estimate of the gastrocnemius medialis and biceps femoris mean frequencies was performed due to the low activation level of these muscles and the high variability of this variable under such conditions. Oppositely, decreases in mean frequencies of 36.0Ϯ 5.9% and 23.4Ϯ 12.5% for the rectus femoris and the vastus medialis muscles, respectively, were observed. These changes corresponded to decreases of 31.8Ϯ 19.2% and 40.1Ϯ 14.8% of the normalized force/EMG ratio for the rectus femoris and the vastus medialis muscles. During this isometric fatigue session, the knee joint angles showed little variations with maximal discrepancies below 5 deg.
An example of the original methodology developed in this study and consisting of a linear regression between the force production capacity ͑i.e., the normalized force/EMG ratio͒ and the normalized mean frequency decrease is illustrated in Fig. 4 . All the slopes of the linear regressions were positive with mean values of 0.91Ϯ 0.69 and 1.28Ϯ 0.52, respectively, for the rectus femoris and the vastus medialis muscles with corresponding mean coefficients of determination ͑r 2 ͒ of 0.70Ϯ 0.40 and 0.63Ϯ 0.38.
Dynamic Trials.
A significant augmentation in the EMG amplitudes was seen between the nonfatigued and the fatigued dynamic conditions with an averaged increase of 29.74Ϯ 15.39%, Transactions of the ASME 18.02Ϯ 12.50%, 23.63Ϯ 25.17%, and 21.70Ϯ 15.12% for the gastrocnemius medialis, biceps femoris, rectus femoris, and vastus medialis muscles, respectively, ͑F 1,34 Ͼ 33.02 and p Ͻ 0.05 for all muscles͒. Despite these modifications, kinematic data of the squat cycles were very similar between the nonfatigued and the fatigued dynamic conditions. Indeed, no statistical influence of the fatigue factor was found on the minimum, mean, and maximum values of the ankle, knee, and hip joint angles and angular velocities. More- Journal of Biomechanical Engineering JULY 2010, Vol. 132 / 071003-5 over due to the position of the bar, no motion of the upper body was allowed during the squat movement, strengthening the results that the squats were very similar in nonfatigue and fatigue conditions. The EMG mean frequencies estimated through wavelet transforms during the dynamic squats revealed a significant decrease between the nonfatigued and the fatigued conditions with relative diminutions of 18.28Ϯ 7.45% and 7.72Ϯ 3.14% for the rectus femoris and the vastus medialis muscles, respectively. Once the normalized mean frequency decreases were input to the linear regressions, the moment production capacities ͑K coefficient in Eq. ͑4͒͒ were estimated to be 82.99Ϯ 10.79% and 87.15Ϯ 9.81% of the nonfatigued condition for the rectus femoris and vastus medialis muscles, respectively. The moment production capacity of these muscles was significantly affected by the presence of fatigue ͑F 1,34 = 33.44 and p Ͻ 0.05͒.
Despite the presence of fatigue, the EMG-driven optimization model revealed little difference in muscle group contributions to joint moments between the nonfatigued and the fatigued dynamic 
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Transactions of the ASME conditions ͑Fig. 5͒. Indeed, the minimum, maximum, and mean values of the knee net joint moments showed no difference due to the fatigue factor. No statistical influence of the fatigue factor was seen on the contributions of the flexor and extensor muscle groups to the net joint moment estimated with either the original version of the model ͑nonfatigued condition͒ or the version that included the equality constraint ͑K coefficient͒ on the moment production capacity ͑fatigued condition͒. The comparison of the parameters issued from the optimization processes ͑Eq. ͑1͒-͑4͒͒ revealed no influence of the fatigue factor ͑Table 1͒, except on the ␤ K term ͑i.e., the one that accounts for the changes in the EMG amplitudes due to the force-length relationship at the knee joint͒. The influence of the fatigue factor was also nonsignificant for the w i ͑t͒ terms. Indeed, the evolutions through time of the w i ͑t͒ coefficients were similar between the nonfatigued and the fatigued dynamic conditions ͑Fig. 6͒.
Discussion
The aim of the present study was to develop an EMG-driven biomechanical model to obtain the contributions of flexor and extensor muscle groups to the net joint moment during a nonisokinetic functional movement ͑squat exercise͒ performed in nonfatigued and in fatigued conditions. An EMG-based methodology that aims at balancing the decreased muscle moment production capacity following fatigue was developed. The outputs of the new methodology indicated that the decreases in mean frequency during the fatigued dynamic squats corresponded to moment production capacities of 83% and 87% of the nonfatigued values for the rectus femoris and the vastus medialis muscles, respectively. These values are consistent with the fact that the maximal force depletion was 33% at the end of the isometric fatigue session. It was demonstrated that the model was able to characterize fatigue with a single coefficient for each muscle K i , which accounted for fatigue-induced frequency shifts obtained using wavelet analysis.
Our working hypothesis stated that with identical kinematics and dynamics data and different EMG inputs, the proposed methodology could estimate the decreased muscle moment production capacity due to fatigue and take this decrease into account in the EMG-to-moment procedure. While the outputs of the optimization procedure were similar, the optimization parameters ͑Eqs. ͑2͒-͑4͒͒ could have been modified during the resolution by the SQP algorithm. The consistency of the present methodology was reinforced by the lack of significant differences between the optimized parameters of the model ͑compare Table 1͒ , except for the term accounting for the force-length relationship at the knee joint ͑i.e., ␤ K ͒. However, the difference on the ␤ K coefficient is not surprising since a dependence of the force-length relationship to muscle fatigue as been reported by ͓20͔. The stability of the optimized parameters revealed that the optimization procedure did not take advantage of the other variables to compensate for the additional equality constraint. This point is supported by the similar patterns of the w i ͑t͒ coefficients ͑compare Fig. 6͒ .
Our results showed no influence of the fatigue factor on the flexor and extensor contributions to the net joint moment, though a general increase in the EMG activities was seen between the nonfatigued and the fatigued dynamic conditions. The procedure developed in this study and included in an EMG-driven model aimed at taking into account the changes in the EMG amplitudes due to muscle fatigue ͑i.e., the changes in the activation level͒ to estimate the contributions of the knee flexor and extensor muscle group to the net joint moment. Expectedly with no influence of the fatigue factor on the kinematic data, the net knee joint moments were very similar between the nonfatigued and the fatigued sessions. As the net joint torques required to produce the task in both conditions were similar, the central nervous system increased the activation of the fatigued muscle group to reach the necessary extension moment. An increased activation of the agonist group could lead to increased antagonist activation because of a common drive to the agonist-antagonist pairs ͓21͔. In the present study, higher EMG amplitudes were also seen for the antagonist muscle group reinforcing the "common drive" hypothesis. However, as previously stated in Ref. ͓22͔ during squats with low loads, the activation levels of antagonist muscles were low ͑mean values below 10% MVF͒ and a relative 25% increase in the EMG amplitudes would have little effects on the muscle group moment. The outputs of the EMG-to-moment optimization process showed no difference in the antagonist contribution to the net joint moment between the nonfatigued and the fatigued conditions. Hence, while the EMG of the extensor muscle group is logically increased, the contribution of the extensor muscle group is kept constant through the different conditions. These results satisfied our hypothesis in that the developed procedure was able to take into account the changes in the activation level of the fatigued muscles for their use in an EMG-driven model in the fatigued condition.
The procedure described in this study mainly relied on the estimation of the EMG mean frequencies both during isometric and dynamic contractions. Several factors may influence the estimation of the frequency content of the EMG signals ͑i.e., nonstationary feature of the EMG signal, muscle activation levels, muscle fiber length, muscle fiber velocity͒. Although the use of short time fast fourier transform ͑FFT͒ may have provided the same results ͓23͔, it is likely that the use of wavelet transforms to estimate the EMG frequency content in fatigued isometric and dynamic condi- Table 1 Mean values "±s.d.… of the optimized parameters. ␣ i , ␤ j , and ␦ j represent, respectively, the isometric EMG-moment coefficient and the terms accounting for the force-length and force-velocity relationships.
‫ء‬ indicates a significant influence of the fatigue factor "p < 0.05…. Journal of Biomechanical Engineering JULY 2010, Vol. 132 / 071003-7 tions will enhance the accuracy of the spectral estimates ͓5,6͔. The other possible artifacts were also carefully taken into account throughout this study. First, the isometric session was performed at 60% MVC and the EMG analysis windows during the dynamic sessions were located at time instants of high activation ͑compare Fig. 3͒ , thus removing the activation level as a possible artifact in the estimation of the mean frequencies ͓24͔. Second, the frequency estimates had also shown a strong dependence on muscle fiber length ͓25͔. In our experiment, the variations in knee joint angle ͑and consequently in muscle length͒ during the isometric fatigue session were less than 5 deg for all the subjects. During the dynamic sessions, the spectral estimates were carried out within analysis windows located at time instants, where the knee joint angle trajectories were the most repeatable. No influence of the fatigue factor was seen on the kinematics data and the knee angles within the analysis windows were similar between the nonfatigued and the fatigued sessions. Thus, EMG frequency content was estimated at the same muscle length for the nonfatigued and the fatigued dynamic conditions. Third, the time instants, where the knee joint angles were the most repeatable also corresponded to a knee joint velocity close to zero. The EMG mean frequencies in dynamic conditions were thus estimated during a "quasiisometric" contraction, avoiding the artifacts due to differences in the muscle fiber shortening velocity. The isometric fatigue session was used to create a linear regression between the moment production capacity of the muscles ͑i.e., the normalized force/EMG ratio͒ and the decrease in mean frequency. Indeed, the force production capacity has been shown to decrease linearly with fatigue during submaximal exercises ͓26͔ and previous work had represented the mean frequency decrease through time using a linear model and reported a good fit with the experimental data ͓27͔. However, some subjects showed low coefficients of determination for the linear regression ͑with a r 2 value of 0.12 for the worst case͒. In future studies several possibilities are offered to improve these values. First, using different regressions than the linear one ͑i.e., polynomial, exponential, and logarithmic͒ may improve the values of the coefficient of determination. Indeed under fatigue condition, previous studies reported that some of physiologic parameters evolved with a nonlinear trend ͓28͔. Second, as the regression was created from raw force/EMG ratios and mean frequency data, this issue may be resolved by modeling previously, and separately, the evolutions through time of the normalized force/EMG ratio and of the mean frequency decrease. Afterward, the previous modeled data could be put all together to create the final regression between the moment production capacity and the decrease in mean frequency. While the present experiment was conducted using an isometric fatigue session, the linear regression between the muscular force production capacity and the mean frequency could be obtained from dynamic fatiguing exercises. Indeed, during a long lasting dynamic exercise, consistent and quasi-linear mean frequency decreases were reported when studying the same joint angle range over the entire range of motion during the fatiguing exercise ͓25͔. This point enhances the applicability of the methodology to different types of muscle fatigue as isometric exercises or repetitive exertion bouts both lead to a decrease in EMG mean frequency and an increase in EMG amplitude for a constant force output.
While some limitations may appear as the choice of the representative muscles or the fact that the level of fatigue of the knee flexors could not be tested, we believe that the methodology developed in this study has several advantages. First, to our knowledge, this work is among the first in attempting to estimate the force production capacity of fatigued muscles during functional dynamic nonisokinetic movements. This feature extends the use of the EMG-driven models to functional activities performed under muscle fatigue. As previous work reported changes in muscle activation patterns during cutting movements following muscle fatigue ͓29͔, such a procedure can help in studying the stress experienced by the ligaments in situations usually encountered during sport exercises. Second, while the described procedure can be applied generally to a wide range of activities and EMG-driven models, the subject-specific trend of the development of muscle fatigue is fully taken into account. Indeed, the linear regression built during an isometric or dynamic fatigue session is tuned specifically to the properties of each muscle.
In conclusion, this study presented an original procedure based on the decrease in the frequency content of the EMG data to assess the force production capacity of a muscle group following a fatiguing exercise. Based on this procedure, an equality constraint was added to an EMG-driven biomechanical model to estimate the contributions of the flexor and extensor muscle group to the net joint moment during dynamic exercise under fatigue condition. The results presented here are promising, as they constitute the first attempt to estimate the force production capacity of a fatigued muscle group during a dynamic, nonisokinetic exercise. The procedure previously described may find applications for the study of several functional activities performed under muscle fatigue such as rehabilitation exercises, walking, jogging, etc. Further studies are necessary to extend the use of the proposed method to other biomechanical models. In particular, more detailed models that aimed at estimating muscle forces ͓9͔ could benefit in the use of the procedure described in this study.
